Cross wall synthesis and the arrangement of the wall polymers in the cell wall of Staphylococcus spp.
The growing process and the fine structure of the cross wall of Staphylococcus were investigated by electron microscopy. Examination of the tangentially sectioned cross wall revealed that it was initially synthesized as a thin cell wall layer by an invaginated cytoplasmic membrane. The wall thickness soon increased by additional synthesis of the wall from the cytoplasmic membrane located at the side region of the cross wall. Scanning electron microscopic observation of sodium dodecyl sulfate-treated and mechanically separated cross walls revealed that the outer surface of the cross wall exhibits regular circular structures and the inner surface showed has an irregular surface. This indicates that cell wall materials were arranged in a regular circular manner in the initially synthesized thin layer. It is conceivable that in Staphylococcus spp. two cell wall synthesizing systems are present: wall-elongation synthesis in which wall materials are arranged in a regular circular manner and wall-thickening synthesis in which wall materials are arranged in an irregular manner.